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Abstract. We derive optimal order a posteriori error estimates for fully discrete approxima-
tions of initial and boundary value problems for linear parabolic equations. For the discretisation
in time we apply the fractional-step ϑ-scheme and for the discretisation in space the finite ele-
ment method with finite element spaces that are allowed to change with time. The first optimal
order a posteriori error estimates for the norms of L8p0, T ;L2pΩqq and L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq are
derived by applying the reconstruction technique.
1. Introduction
Adaptive finite element methods are a fundamental numerical tool in computational science
and engineering for approximating partial differential equations with solutions that exhibit non-
trivial characteristics, e.g., [1, 4, 30, 5, 3]. They aim to automatically adjust the mesh to fit the
numerical solution, that means fine meshes in the regions where the solution changes fast and
coarse in the regions where the solution changes slowly and, consequently, to keep the compu-
tational cost as low as possible. The design of such algorithms is usually based on suitable a
posteriori error estimates which can measure the quality of the approximate solution and provide
information of the error distribution.
In the present paper we derive optimal order a posteriori error estimates for the norms of
L8p0, T ;L2pΩqq and L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq for fully discrete fractional-step ϑ-scheme approximations
for linear parabolic equations:$’&’%
ut ´ divpA∇uq “ f in Ω ˆ p0, T s,
u “ 0 on BΩ ˆ p0, T s,
upx, 0q “ u0pxq in Ω.
(1.1)
Here Ω is a convex polyhedral domain in Rd, d “ 2, 3, with boundary BΩ and T ą 0.
We indicate with x¨, ¨y the duality pairing in L2pΩq or H´1pΩq ´H10 pΩq and we let ap¨, ¨q be
defined as apu, vq :“ xA∇u,∇vy. For D Ă Rd we denote by } ¨ }D the norm in L2pDq, by } ¨ }r,D
and by | ¨ |r,D the norm and the semi-norm, respectively, in the Sobolev space HrpDq, r P N.
In view of the Poincare´ inequality, we consider | ¨ |1,D to be the norm in H10 pDq and denote by
| ¨ |´1,D the norm in H´1pDq. Whenever D “ Ω we omit D in the notation of norms.
We assume throughout that f P L2p0, T ;L2pΩqq and u0 P H10 pΩq, and the coefficient matrix
A “ paijq P L8pΩqdˆd is such that
apv, wq ďM |v|1|w|1 @v, w P H10 pΩq, (1.2)
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apv, vq ě m|v|21 @v P H10 pΩq, (1.3)
where M,m are positive constants; then the weak solution u of (1.1) belongs to L8p0, T ;H10 pΩqq
with Btu P L2p0, T ;L2pΩqq.
Although the fractional-step ϑ-scheme was first proposed as an operator splitting method in
the context of time-dependent Navier–Stokes equations [15, 16, 11], it is an attractive alternative
to popular time-stepping schemes [31, 17]. Indeed, its parameters can be chosen such that to
produce a strongly A-stable and second order accurate method. Thus, the scheme can combine
the second-order accuracy of the Crank–Nicolson method with the full smoothing property of
the backward Euler method in the case of non-smooth initial data. Moreover, in contrast to
the backward Euler, it is very little numerically dissipative and, compared to Runge–Kutta
methods of higher order, of lower complexity and storage requirements. For more details we
refer to [27, 26, 31, 17].
Despite substantial literature on a posteriori error analysis of linear or nonlinear parabolic
equations, e.g., [18, 13, 14, 28, 23, 35, 2, 20, 6], the results in case of the fractional-step ϑ-scheme
are limited, to our knowledge at least [19, 24, 25]. Particularly, a posteriori error estimates
of optimal order in L8p0, T ;L2pΩqq were derived for time-discrete approximations of linear
parabolic equation in [19]. The key for the a posteriori error analysis was the use of a continuous
piecewise quadratic in time approximation of u, the so-called fractional-step ϑ-reconstruction,
whose residual is second order. The definition of the aforementioned reconstruction followed the
idea of the two-point Crank-Nicolson reconstruction [2].
Here, following the ideas developed in [6, 7], we combine the fractional-step ϑ-scheme and
the Galerkin finite element method to get a fully discrete scheme consistent with the mesh
modification. The first optimal order a posteriori error estimate in L8p0, T ;L2pΩqq for fully
fractional-step ϑ-approximations are derived by exploiting both the elliptic reconstruction [23],
and time-reconstruction techniques [2, 19, 22]. In particular, we define a continuous representa-
tion ω̂, ω̂ : r0, T s Ñ H10 pΩq, of the approximate solution U, which will be referred to as space-time
reconstruction of U. The space-time reconstruction ω̂ is a piecewise quadratic polynomial in time
based on approximations on either one time subinterval or two adjacent time subintervals. Then,
the total error e :“ u´ U may be split as
e “ u´ U “ pu´ ω̂q ` pω̂ ´ Uq “: ρ̂` ε,
where
‚ the space-time reconstruction error ε may be split as the sum of the elliptic reconstruction
error and the time reconstruction error. The elliptic reconstruction error can be bounded by
using any elliptic estimator at our disposal and the time reconstruction error can be controlled
by a posteriori quantities of optimal order.
‚ the parabolic error ρ̂ satisfies an appropriate linear parabolic equation whose right hand-side
can be bounded by computable quantities of optimal order.
We note here that the analysis can be extended to more general elliptic spatial operators.
Necessary tools in this case are stability estimates for the linear parabolic problem and a poste-
riori error estimates for the corresponding elliptic problem.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce notation and the
fully discrete scheme allowing mesh change. In Section 3 we first discuss the space- and time-
discretisation and the corresponding reconstructions and then we present the space-time recon-
struction. Specific choices of the reconstructions leading to estimators based on approximations
on one time subinterval and on two adjacent time subintervals are given. Section 4 is devoted
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to the error analysis of the parabolic error ρ̂; we state the final estimates in both aforemen-
tioned cases of time-space reconstructions. The asymptotic behaviour of the derived estimators
is studied in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the necessary notation for our analysis and the fully discrete
scheme.
2.1. Notation. Let 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN “ T, In :“ ptn´1, tns and kn :“ tn ´ tn´1. For ϑ P
p0, 13q, we introduce the intermediate time levels tn´1`ϑ “ tn´1`ϑkn and tn´ϑ “ tn´1`p1´ϑqkn.
For each 0 ď n ď N, let Tn be a triangulation of Ω into disjoint d-simplices K and hn its local
mesh-size function defined by
hnpxq :“ diampKq, K P Tn and x P K. (2.1)
We assume that the aspect ratios of all the elements are uniformly bounded with respect to
n “ 0, . . . , N, and the intersection of two different elements is either empty, or consists of a
common vertex, a common edge, or a common face.
We associate with each Tn the following two finite element spaces
V˜n :“ tφ P H1pΩq : @K P Tn : φ|K P PlpKqu and Vn :“ V˜n XH10 pΩq, (2.2)
where, for l ě 0, PlpDq is the space of polynomials of degree at most l on D.
For a simplex K, we denote by EpKq the set of sides of K (edges in d “ 2 or faces in d “ 3)
and by ΣpKq Ă EpKq the set of the internal sides of K, namely sides that are contained in the
interior of Ω. In addition, we introduce the sets En :“ YKPTnEpKq and Σn :“ YKPTnΣpKq.
Let us now make assumptions on the family of triangulations pTnqnPt0,1,...,Nu that allow us to
derive the a posteriori error estimates. We refer to Appendices A and B in [20] for more details.
Let M be a shape-regular macro-triangulation of Ω. We assume that each triangulation Tn,
n “ 1, . . . , N, is derived from M by using an admissible refinement procedure, e.g., the bisection-
based refinement procedure used in ALBERTA-FEM toolbox [32]. Under this assumption the
shape-regularity of the mesh is preserved. Moreover, given two refinements T and T 1 of M, this
assumption assures that for any elements K P T and K 1 P T 1, either K XK 1 “ H, K Ă K 1 or
K 1 Ă K.
A set of refinements of M can be enriched with a partial order relation: we write T ď T 1 if
T 1 is a refinement of T . Given two successive triangulations Tn´1 and Tn, we denote by T̂n their
finest common coarsening, that is the finest triangulation satisfying T̂n ď Tn´1 and T̂n ď Tn.
Similarly, we introduce the coarsest common refinement qTn to be the coarsest triangulation
that satisfies Tn´1 ď qTn and Tn ď qTn. Then, ĥn :“ maxphn, hn´1q and qhn :“ minphn, hn´1q,
respectively.
In addition, we shall denote by qΣn and Σ̂n the sets of the interior sides corresponding to qTn
and T̂n, respectively, namely qΣn :“ YKP qTnΣpKq and Σ̂n :“ YKPT̂nΣpKq.
We shall use the shorthand notation ump¨q :“ up¨, tmq and fmp¨q :“ fp¨, tmq throughout. The
jump Jrvse of a vector valued function v across an interior side e P ΣpKq is defined by
Jrvsepxq :“ lim
δÑ0rvpx` δneq ´ vpx´ δneqs ¨ ne, (2.3)
where x P e and ne denotes a unit normal vector to e with fixed but arbitrary orientation. We
shall omit the subindex e when it is clear from the context.
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In addition, we shall use the following notation for functions v defined in a piecewise sense
}hinv}Tn “
˜ ÿ
KPTn
}hiKv}2K
¸1{2
,
}hi` 12n Jr∇vs}Σn “
˜ ÿ
ePΣn
}hi` 12e Jr∇vse}2e
¸1{2
,
i “ 1, 2. (2.4)
2.2. Discrete and interpolation operators. For 0 ď n ď N, let An : H10 pΩq Ñ Vn be the
discrete elliptic operator corresponding to the finite element space Vn defined by
xAnv, χny “ apv, χnq @χn P Vn. (2.5)
Moreover, we denote by Pn0 : L
2pΩq Ñ Vn the L2-projection and by Πn, Π˜n : Vn´1 Ñ Vn
projection or interpolation operators to be appropriately chosen. The choice of projection or
interpolation operators passing information from the previous finite element space to the one
corresponding to the next time step might be crucial for an adaptive algorithm [8, 7, 9, 10] and
nonstandard projections with improved smoothing properties might be desirable. We emphasise
here that our analysis does not require any specific assumptions on the choice of Πn, Π˜n and
the use of nonstandard projections is also allowed.
For the purpose of the proofs of the a posteriori error estimates we let In : H10 pΩq Ñ Vn be
a Cle´ment-type interpolation operator. For completeness, we recall the definition of Cle´ment
interpolation operator introduced in [12] as well as its stability and its approximation properties.
The interpolation operator of Scott and Zhang [33] could also have been used, particularly in
the case of non-homogeneous boundary conditions.
Definition 2.1 (Cle´ment interpolation operator). Let Nn be the set of internal vertices of Tn.
Let ωi :“ supppϕiq be the support of a piecewise linear basis function ϕi associated with the
vertex pi P Nn. Then, the Cle´ment interpolation operator In : H10 pΩq Ñ Vn is defined by
Invpxq “
ÿ
piPNn
vippiqϕipxq, (2.6)
where vi is the local L
2pωiq-projection of v P H10 pΩq given by
xv ´ vi, qyL2pωiq “ 0 @q P P1pωiq. (2.7)
Lemma 2.2 (Stability and interpolation properties). Let In : H10 pΩq Ñ Vn be a Cle´ment
interpolation operator. Then, we have the H1-stability of In,
|Inz|1 ď c1|z|1. (2.8)
Furthermore, for j ď l ` 1, the following approximation properties are satisfied
}h´jn pz ´ Inzq}T n ď c1,j |z|j ,
}h1{2´jn pz ´ Inzq}Σn ď c2,j |z|j ,
(2.9)
where l is the finite element polynomial degree and the constants c1, c1,j and c2,j depend only on
the shape-regularity of the family of triangulations tTnuNn“0.
Let CE denote the elliptic regularity constant, that is
}v}2 ď CE}divpA∇vq}, v P H2pΩq XH10 pΩq , (2.10)
and c1, ci,j , i “ 1, 2, j ď l ` 1, be the constants in Lemma 2.2.
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We shall also use the notation
Cj,2 :“ CE cj,2
for the constants appearing in the definition of the a posteriori error estimators.
2.3. The fully discrete scheme. We discretise (1.1) by applying the following Galerkin fractio-
nal-step ϑ-scheme (GFS-scheme): for a given approximation U0 of u0 and for 1 ď n ď N,
assuming that Un´1 has been computed, find Un P Vn, and the intermediate Un´1`ϑ, Un´ϑ,
such that$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
Un´1`ϑ ´ΠnUn´1
ϑkn
` α1AnUn´1`ϑ ` β1Π˜nAn´1Un´1 “ Pn0
`
α2f
n´1`ϑ ` β2fn´1
˘
,
Un´ϑ ´ Un´1`ϑ
p1´ 2ϑqkn ` β1A
nUn´ϑ ` α1AnUn´1`ϑ “ Pn0
`
β2f
n´ϑ ` α2fn´1`ϑ
˘
,
Un ´ Un´ϑ
ϑkn
` α1AnUn ` β1AnUn´ϑ “ Pn0
`
α2f
n ` β2fn´ϑ
˘
,
(2.11)
with α1, α2 P p0, 1q, and β1 “ 1 ´ α1, β2 “ 1 ´ α2. We shall sometimes find it convenient to
rewrite (2.11) in the form$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
Un´1`ϑ ´ΠnUn´1
kn
` α1ϑAnUn´1`ϑ ` β1ϑΠ˜nAn´1Un´1
“Pn0
`
α2ϑf
n´1`ϑ ` β2ϑfn´1
˘
,
Un´ϑ ´ΠnUn´1
kn
` β1p1´ 2ϑqAnUn´ϑ ` α1p1´ ϑqAnUn´1`ϑ ` β1ϑΠ˜nAn´1Un´1
“Pn0
`
β2p1´ 2ϑqfn´ϑ ` α2p1´ ϑqfn´1`ϑ ` β2ϑfn´1
˘
,
Un ´ΠnUn´1
kn
` α1ϑAnUn ` β1p1´ ϑqAnUn´ϑ ` α1p1´ ϑqAnUn´1`ϑ
` β1ϑΠ˜nAn´1Un´1
“Pn0
`
α2ϑf
n ` β2p1´ ϑqfn´ϑ ` α2p1´ ϑqfn´1`ϑ ` β2ϑfn´1
˘
.
(2.12)
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall assume that ϑ “ 1 ´
?
2
2 and α1 P p12 , 1s, which
implies that the fractional-step ϑ-scheme is second-order accurate and Ap0q-stable. Indeed, the
assumption that α1 P p12 , 1s implies the strong A-stability of our scheme. Furthermore, we can
easily see that the quadrature rule
Iα,ϑpφq :“ βϑφp0q ` αp1´ ϑqφpϑq ` βp1´ ϑqφp1´ ϑq ` αϑφp1q «
ż 1
0
φpsqds (2.13)
is exact for polynomials of degree at most one if and only if α “ β “ 12 or ϑ “ 1 ´
?
2
2 . Thus,
the assumption ϑ “ 1 ´
?
2
2 ensures that the fractional-step ϑ-scheme is second-order accurate
with respect to time. We refer to [17] for more details.
2.4. The fully discrete scheme in compact form. We introduce the following piecewise
linear polynomials with respect to time
ϕptq :“ `n0 ptqfn´1 ` `n1 ptqfn, t P In, (2.14)
and
Θptq “ `n0 ptqΠ˜nAn´1Un´1 ` `n1 ptqAnUn, t P In, (2.15)
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with
`n0 ptq :“ t
n ´ t
kn
and `n1 ptq :“ t´ t
n´1
kn
, t P In. (2.16)
Moreover, we let Θ̂ be defined as
Θ̂ptq :“ Θptq ´ ξnΘ, t P In, (2.17)
with
ξnΘ :“ p1´ ϑq
´
α
”
Θptn´1`ϑq `AnUn´1`ϑ
ı
` β
”
Θptn´ϑq `AnUn´ϑ
ı¯
, t P In, (2.18)
and ϕ̂
ϕ̂ptq :“ ϕptq ´ ξnϕ, t P In, (2.19)
with
ξnϕ :“ p1´ ϑq
´
α
”
ϕptn´1`ϑq ´ fn´1`ϑ
ı
` β
”
ϕptn´ϑq ´ fn´ϑ
ı¯
, t P In. (2.20)
Note that both ξnΘ and ξ
n
ϕ are a posteriori quantities of optimal order, cf. [19] for details.
According to definitions (2.17) and (2.19) the last substep of the fractional-step ϑ-scheme
may be written in the following compact form
Un ´ΠnUn´1
kn
` Θ̂ptn´ 12 q “ Pn0 ϕ̂ptn´
1
2 q. (2.21)
3. Space-time reconstructions
As aforementioned, the a posteriori error estimates will be derived by using the reconstruction
technique. Our goal is to define a continuous representation ω̂ of the approximate solution,
ω̂ : r0, T s Ñ H10 pΩq, which will be a second order approximation of the exact solution uptq and
whose residual will also be second order accurate. To define ω̂ptq we shall exploit both the ideas
of elliptic reconstruction introduced in [23] and the fractional-step ϑ-reconstruction based on
approximations on one time subinterval introduced in [19]. Additionally, we shall extend the idea
of the three-point Crank–Nicolson reconstruction [22, 29] and shall define a second fractional-
step ϑ-reconstruction which will be based on approximations on two adjacent time subintervals.
We shall begin our discussion by recalling the definition of the elliptic reconstruction operator
and its basic properties.
3.1. Reconstruction in space. To derive a posteriori error estimates of optimal order in
the L8p0, T ;L2pΩqq-norm for finite element discretisations of parabolic equations, the use of
the elliptic reconstruction is necessary. The elliptic reconstruction may be regarded as an a
posteriori analogue to the elliptic projection appearing in standard a priori error analysis for
parabolic problems [36, 34]. Note that in the fully discrete case, with the finite element spaces
allowed to change with time, the elliptic reconstruction operator depends on n.
Definition 3.1 (Elliptic reconstruction). For fixed vn P Vn, we define the elliptic reconstruction
Rnvn P H10 pΩq of vn, as the solution of the following elliptic problem
apRnvn, ψq “ xAnvn, ψy @ψ P H10 pΩq. (3.1)
It can be easily seen that the elliptic reconstruction Rn satisfies the Galerkin orthogonality
property
apRnvn ´ vn, χnq “ 0 @χn P Vn. (3.2)
For completeness we shall next give residual-based a posteriori estimates for the elliptic re-
construction error pRn ´ Iqvn.
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Lemma 3.2 (Residual-based a posteriori estimates for the elliptic reconstruction error). Let
vn P Vn and Rnvn be its elliptic reconstruction defined as in (3.1). Then, the following estimates
hold true
|pRn ´ Iqvn|1 ď η1,npvnq, (3.3)
}pRn ´ Iqvn} ď η2,npvnq, (3.4)
where η1,n and η2,n are the elliptic estimators given by
η1,npvnq :“ c1,1
m
}hnpdivpA∇q `Anqvn}Tn ` c2,1m }h
1{2
n JrA∇vns}Σn , (3.5)
η2,npvnq :“ C1,2 }h2npdivpA∇q `Anqvn}Tn ` C2,2 }h3{2n JrA∇vns}Σn . (3.6)
We shall now turn our discussion to the time discretisation and the so-called fractional-step
ϑ-reconstruction.
3.2. Reconstruction in time. Regarding the temporal variable, our goal is to define a second
order approximation Uptq of uptq, for all t P r0, T s, whose residual is also second order accurate.
Choosing U : r0, T s Ñ H10 pΩq to be the piecewise linear interpolant at the nodal values, that is
Uptq :“ `n0 ptqUn´1 ` `n1 ptqUn, t P In, (3.7)
where `n0 and `
n
1 are defined in (2.16), may seem natural for a second-order accurate scheme.
Indeed, since the error at the nodes is of second order, Uptq is an approximation of uptq of the
same order, for all t P r0, T s. However, its residual RU ptq
RU ptq :“ Utptq ´ divpA∇Uqptq ´ fptq, t P In, (3.8)
is an a posteriori quantity of first order with respect to time. We observe, using (1.1), that
RU ptq may be written also in the form
RU ptq “ rUtptq ´ utptqs ´ divpAp∇U ´∇uqqptq, t P In . (3.9)
Although the second term on the right-hand side is of second order with respect to time, we
note that the first term is of first order only.
By applying energy techniques to this error equation we can only derive residual-based a
posteriori error estimates of suboptimal order with respect to time.
To recover the second order of accuracy in time, we shall define appropriate reconstructions
Û in time which will be piecewise quadratic polynomials based on approximations on one time
subinterval as well as on approximations based on two time subintervals.
Definition 3.3 (Time reconstructions). We introduce the piecewise quadratic time reconstruc-
tion Û : r0, T s Ñ H10 pΩq, as follows
Ûptq :“ Uptq ` 1
2
pt´ tn´1qpt´ tnqwn, t P In, (3.10)
n “ 1, . . . , N, where wn is an appropriate element of H10 pΩq.
In view of (3.3) and by observing thatż tn
tn´1
pt´ tn´1q2ptn ´ tq2dt “ k
5
n
30
, (3.11)
we can easily see that the following result holds true.
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Lemma 3.4 (Time reconstruction error estimates). For n “ 1, . . . , N, the following estimates
hold true ˆż tn
tn´1
|pÛ ´ Uqptq|21
˙1{2
ď k
5{2
n
2
?
30
|wn|1, (3.12)
max
tn´1ďtďtn
}pÛ ´ Uqptq} ď k
2
n
8
}wn}. (3.13)
In the sequel we shall study two choices for the time reconstruction Û which correspond to
two appropriate choices for wn. In particular, we shall consider the following cases:
Time reconstruction 1 (based on approximations on one time subinterval): We shall extend
the idea of the fractional-step ϑ-reconstruction introduced in [19] to the fully discrete case. For
this purpose we choose wn in (3.10) as
wn :“ Θtptq ´ Pn0 ϕtptq “ A
nUn ´ Π˜nAn´1Un´1
kn
´ P
n
0 pfn ´ fn´1q
kn
, t P In. (3.14)
Time reconstruction 2 (based on approximations on two adjacent time subintervals): The so-
called three-point quadratic reconstruction for the Crank–Nicolson scheme [22, 29] is defined by
choosing wn to be a finite difference approximation of utt that uses the approximations on two
adjacent time subintervals. Based on this idea, we define a three time-level quadratic recon-
struction for the GFS-scheme by replacing wn in (3.10) with
w˜n :“ ´ 2
kn ` kn´1
ˆ„
Un ´ΠnUn´1
kn

´ pin
„
Un´1 ´Πn´1Un´2
kn´1
˙
, (3.15)
where pin is any projection to Vn at our disposal.
3.3. Reconstruction in space and time. The construction of appropriate space-time recon-
structions for our analysis combines the ideas discussed in the previous two paragraphs. Let
ω : r0, T s Ñ H10 pΩq be the piecewise linear in time function defined by linearly interpolating
between the values Rn´1Un´1 and RnUn,
ωptq :“ `n0 ptqRn´1Un´1 ` `n1 ptqRnUn, t P In, (3.16)
with `n0 and `
n
1 as in (2.16). According to the discussion above, the use of ω as intermediate
function will lead to sub-optimal error estimates. The introduction of a piecewise quadratic
polynomial in time is necessary, therefore we define the space-time reconstruction ω̂ of the
approximate solution U :
Definition 3.5 (Space–time reconstruction). We introduce the space-time reconstruction ω̂ :
r0, T s Ñ H10 pΩq of the approximate solution U as follows
ω̂ptq :“ ωptq ` 1
2
pt´ tn´1qptn ´ tqRnwn. (3.17)
We shall now derive L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq and L8p0, T ;L2pΩqq estimates for the space-time recon-
struction error ε “ ω̂ ´ U. The error ε may be written as the sum of the elliptic reconstruction
error  and the time reconstruction error σ, that is
ω̂ ´ U “ ` σ, where  :“ ω ´ U, σ :“ ω̂ ´ ω. (3.18)
According to (3.4) and (3.13) the following upper bounds for the reconstruction errors  and
σ are valid.
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Lemma 3.6 (L2pH1q error estimates for the reconstruction error). For m “ 1, . . . , N, the
following estimate holds trueˆż tm
0
|ptq|21
˙1{2
ď Eell1,m with Eell1,m :“
˜
mÿ
n“1
kn
`
η21,n´1pUn´1q ` η21,npUnq
˘¸1{2
, (3.19)
where η1,n is defined in (3.5). Furthermore,ˆż tm
0
|σptq|21
˙1{2
ď Erec1,mpwnq, (3.20)
where
Erec1,mpwnq :“
˜
mÿ
n“1
kn γ
2
npwnq
¸1{2
with γnpwnq :“ k
2
n
2
?
30
`
c1M |wn|1 ` C1,1}hnAnwn}
˘
. (3.21)
Proof. First, the estimate (3.19) can be easily derived. Next, we show the estimate (3.20). We
have
|σptq|21 “ apσptq, σptqq “ 12pt´ t
n´1qptn ´ tq apRnwn, σptqq. (3.22)
By using the definition of the elliptic reconstruction (3.1), we get
|σptq|1 ď 1
2
pt´ tn´1qptn ´ tq|Anwn|´1.
To estimate the dual norm in the above relation, we can proceed as follows
|Anwn|´1 “ sup
0‰zPH10 pΩq
xAnwn, zy
|z|1
“ sup
0‰zPH10 pΩq
"xAnwn, Inzy
|z|1 `
xAnwn, z ´ Inzy
|z|1
*
,
(3.23)
with Inz P Vn a Cle´ment-type interpolant of z. Now, in view of (2.5), (1.2) and (2.8), we have
xAnwn, Inzy ď c1M |wn|1|z|1. (3.24)
Furthermore, using the approximation properties (2.9) of a Cle´ment-type interpolation operator,
we obtain
xAnwn, z ´ Inzy ď c1,1}hnAnwn} |z|1. (3.25)
According to (3.24) and (3.25), (3.23) leads to
|Anwn|´1 ď c1M |wn|1 ` C1,1}hnAnwn}. (3.26)
By using again (3.11) the claimed result follows. 
Lemma 3.7 (L8pL2q error estimates for the reconstruction error). For m “ 1, . . . , N, the
following estimates hold
max
0ďtďtm }ptq} ď E
ell
2,m with Eell2,m :“ max
0ďnďm η2,npU
nq (3.27)
and
max
0ďtďtm }σptq} ď E
rec
2,mpwnq with Erec2,mpwnq :“ max
0ďnďm
k2n
8
 
η2,npwnq ` }wn}
(
, (3.28)
where η2,n is defined in (3.6).
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4. L2pH1q and L8pL2q estimates for the total error
Let ρ, ρ̂ denote the parabolic errors defined by ρ :“ u´ω, ρ̂ :“ u´ ω̂, respectively. The total
error e :“ u´ U can be split as follows
e “ u´ U “ pu´ ω̂q ` pω̂ ´ Uq “ ρ̂` σ ` . (4.1)
A bound for the reconstruction error σ`  was presented in the previous section. We shall now
continue with the estimation of the basic parabolic error, which is stated in Theorem 4.2.
4.1. An a posteriori estimate in L8pL2q and L2pH1q for the parabolic error. We begin
with the derivation of the error equation:
Lemma 4.1 (Error equation). For each t P In, it holds
xρ̂tptq, ψy ` apρptq, ψq “ xRnptq, ψy @ψ P H10 pΩq, (4.2)
with
Rnptq :“`n0 ptqpΠn ´ IqAn´1Un´1 ´ k´1n pΠn ´ IqUn´1 ´ pt´ tn´
1
2 qpRn ´ Iqwn
´ pt´ tn´ 12 qpwn ´Θtptq ` Pn0 ϕtptqq ´ pR
n´1 ´ IqUn´1 ´ pRn ´ IqUn
kn
` ξnΘ ` fptq ´ Pn0 ϕ̂ptq.
(4.3)
Proof. For n “ 1, . . . , N, and ψ P H10 , in view of (3.16) and (3.17), we obtain
xω̂tptq, ψy “ xωtptq, ψy ` pt´ tn´ 12 qxRnwn, ψy. (4.4)
Thus, by using Definition 3.5, we get
xρ̂tptq, ψy ` apρptq, ψq “ ´ ap`n0 ptqRn´1Un´1 ` `n1 ptqRnUn, ψq ´ pt´ tn´
1
2 qxRnwn, ψy
´ k´1n xRnUn ´Rn´1Un´1, ψy ` xfptq, ψy.
According to the elliptic reconstruction definition (3.1), the last relation leads to
xρ̂tptq,ψy ` apρptq, ψq “ ´x`n0 ptqpAn´1Un´1 ` `n1 ptqAnUn, ψy
´ pt´ tn´ 12 qxRnwn, ψy ´ k´1n xRnUn ´Rn´1Un´1, ψy ` xfptq, ψy,
(4.5)
from which, in view of (2.15), we infer that
xρ̂tptq, ψy ` apρptq, ψq “ ´ xΘptq, ψy ` `n0 ptqxpΠn ´ IqAn´1Un´1, ψy
´ pt´ tn´ 12 qxpRn ´ Iqwn, ψy ´ pt´ tn´ 12 qxwn, ψy
´ k´1n xpRn´1 ´ IqUn´1 ´ pRn ´ IqUn, ψy
` k´1n xUn ´ Un´1, ψy ` xfptq, ψy.
(4.6)
Now, in view of (2.21), we observe that
xρ̂tptq,ψy ` apρptq, ψq “ `n0 ptqxpΠn ´ IqAn´1Un´1 ´ k´1n pΠn ´ IqUn´1, ψy
´ pt´ tn´ 12 qxpRn ´ Iqwn, ψy ´ pt´ tn´ 12 qxwn, ψy ` xΘ̂ptn´ 12 q ´ Pn0 ϕ̂ptn´
1
2 q, ψy
´ k´1n xpRn´1 ´ IqUn´1 ´ pRn ´ IqUn, ψy ´ xΘptq, ψy ` xfptq, ψy.
(4.7)
In view of (2.17) and (2.19) we can easily see that
Θ̂ptn´ 12 q ´ Pn0 ϕ̂ptn´
1
2 q “ pt´ tn´ 12 qpΘtptq ´ Pn0 ϕtptqq, (4.8)
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and thus to conclude that
xρ̂tptq, ψy`apρptq, ψq “ `n0 ptqxpΠn ´ IqAn´1Un´1 ´ k´1n pΠn ´ IqUn´1, ψy
´ pt´ tn´ 12 qxpRn ´ Iqwn, ψy ´ pt´ tn´ 12 qxwn ´Θtptq ` Pn0 ϕtptq, ψy
´ k´1n xpRn´1 ´ IqUn´1 ´ pRn ´ IqUn, ψy
` xξnΘ, ψy ` xfptq ´ Pn0 ϕ̂ptq, ψy.
(4.9)

An a posteriori error bound for the parabolic error follows. The estimate that we will derive
depends still on the choice of the time reconstruction through wn as well as on stationary finite
element errors through the elliptic reconstruction Rn.
Theorem 4.2. (Estimates in L8pL2q and L2pH1q for the parabolic error) The follow-
ing estimate is valid
max
tPr0,tms
 }ρ̂ptq}2 ` ż t
0
p|ρpsq|21 ` |ρ̂psq|21q ds
( ď }ρ̂p0q}2 ` Jm, (4.10)
where Jm, m “ 1, . . . , N, is defined by
Jm :“ J T,1m ` J T,2m ` J S,1m ` J S,2m ` J Cm ` J Dm ` JWm , (4.11)
with
J T,1m :“
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|σpsq|21 ds, (4.12)
J T,2m :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|xξnΘ, ρ̂psqy|ds, (4.13)
J S,1m :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|ps´ tn´ 12 qxpRn ´ Iqwn, ρ̂psqy|ds, (4.14)
J S,2m :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|xpR
n ´ IqUn ´ pRn´1 ´ IqUn´1
kn
, ρ̂psqy|ds, (4.15)
J Cm :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|x`n0 psqpΠ˜n ´ IqAn´1Un´1 ´ k´1n pΠn ´ IqUn´1, ρ̂psqy| ds, (4.16)
J Dm :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|xfpsq ´ Pn0 ϕ̂psq, ρ̂psqy| ds, (4.17)
JWm :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|ps´ tn´ 12 qxwn ´Θtpsq ` Pn0 ϕtpsq, ρ̂psqy| ds. (4.18)
Proof. Setting ψ “ ρ̂ in (4.2) and observing that
apρptq, ρ̂ptqq “ 1
2
|ρptq|21 ` 12 |ρ̂ptq|
2
1 ´ 12 |ρ̂ptq ´ ρptq|
2
1,
we obtain
}ρ̂ptq}2 `
ż t
0
p|ρpsq|21 ` |ρ̂psq|21q ds ď }ρ̂p0q}2 `
ż tm
0
|σpsq|21 ds` 2
ż tm
0
xRnpsq, ρ̂psqy ds,
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for all t P r0, tms. Recalling the definition (4.3) of Rn, it can be easily seen that
2
ż tm
0
xRnpsq, ρ̂psqy ds ď J T,2m ` J S,1m ` J S,2m ` J Cm ` J Dm ` JWm , (4.19)
which completes the proof. 
We emphasize here that the piecewise polynomial in time wn appearing in the definition of
time reconstruction (3.10) is chosen such that JWm is an a posteriori quantity of optimal order.
According to (3.14), the term JWm vanishes in case of the time reconstruction based on one
time subinterval. In addition, in case of the time reconstruction based on two adjacent time
subintervals the following result is valid:
Lemma 4.3 (Calculation of w˜n ´Θtptq ` Pn0 ϕtptq). For t P In we have
w˜n ´Θtptq ` Pn0 ϕtptq “ ´ 2kn ` kn´1
`
zn ` ξnΘ ´ pinξn´1Θ ´ yn ´ Pn0 ξnϕ ` pinPn´10 ξn´1ϕ
˘
(4.20)
with zn and yn defined by
zn :“1
2
´ kn´1
kn
AnUn ´ `p2` kn´1
kn
qΠ˜n ´ pin˘An´1Un´1
` pin Π˜n´1An´2Un´2
¯
,
yn :“1
2
´ kn´1
kn
Pn0 f
n ´ `p2` kn´1
kn
qPn0 ´ pinPn´10
˘
fn´1 ` pinPn´10 fn´2
¯
.
(4.21)
Proof. We let ϕ˜ be given by
ϕ˜ptq :“ `n1{2ptqPn0 ϕptn´
1
2 q ` `n´1{2ptqpinPn´10 ϕptn´
3
2 q, t P In, (4.22)
where
`n1{2ptq :“
2 pt´ tn´ 32 q
kn ` kn´1 , `
n
´1{2ptq :“
2 ptn´ 12 ´ tq
kn ` kn´1 . (4.23)
We express Θptq, ϕptq, t P In, defined in (2.15) and in (2.14), respectively, in terms of `n1{2 and
`n´1{2, that is
Θptq “ `n1{2ptqΘptn´
1
2 q ` `n´1{2ptq Θ˜n´
3
2 , t P In,
ϕptq “ `n1{2ptqϕptn´
1
2 q ` `n´1{2ptq ϕ˜n´
3
2 , t P In,
(4.24)
where
Θ˜n´
3
2 :“ `n0 ptn´
3
2 q Π˜nAn´1Un´1 ` `n1 ptn´
3
2 qAnUn ,
ϕ˜n´
3
2 :“ `n0 ptn´
3
2 qϕptn´1q ` `n1 ptn´
3
2 qϕptnq .
(4.25)
Now, in view of (3.15) and (2.21), we have
w˜n ´Θtptq ` Pn0 ϕtptq “ ´ 2kn ` kn´1
´”Un ´ Π˜nUn´1
kn
ı
´ pin
”Un´1 ´ Π˜n´1Un´2
kn´1
ı¯
´Θtptq ` Pn0 ϕtptq
“ ´ 2
kn ` kn´1
´
´Θ̂ptn´ 12 q ` Pn0 ϕ̂ptn´
1
2 q ´ pinr´Θ̂ptn´ 32 q ` Pn0 ϕ̂ptn´
3
2 qs
`Θptn´ 12 q ´ Θ˜n´ 32 ´ Pn0 ϕptn´
1
2 q ` Pn0 ϕ˜n´
3
2
¯
.
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According to (2.17) and (2.19), we get
w˜n ´Θtptq ` Pn0 ϕtptq “ ´ 2kn ` kn´1
´
pinΘptn´ 32 q ´ Θ˜n´ 32 ` ξnΘ ´ pinξn´1Θ
´ pinPn´10 ϕptn´
3
2 q ` Pn0 ϕ˜n´
3
2 ´ Pn0 ξnϕ ` pinPn´10 ξn´1ϕ
¯
, t P In.
(4.26)
In view of (2.15), (4.25) and (4.21), we can easily see that
pinΘptn´ 32 q ´ Θ˜n´ 32 “ zn and pinPn0 ϕptn´
3
2 q ´ Pn0 ϕ˜n´
3
2 “ yn, (4.27)
and the desired result follows. 
Next, we shall further investigate each term of the estimator by considering both time recon-
structions in combination with residual-based a posteriori estimators for the elliptic error; other
choices of estimators for the stationary finite element errors are also possible.
4.2. A residual-based a posteriori bound for the parabolic error. In this paragraph we
use the space-time reconstruction introduced in (3.17), with wn to be chosen either as in (3.14)
or as in (3.15), and residual-based estimators to derive an upper bound for the parabolic error
ρ̂. The proof is split in several steps.
Throughout the rest of this paragraph we denote by tm‹ P r0, tms a point for which
}ρ̂ptm‹ q} “ max
tPr0,tms
}ρ̂ptq}. (4.28)
We shall first state an upper bound for the terms J T,1m and J T,2m appearing in Theorem 4.2,
which measure the local time discretisation error. Note that the estimate for J T,1m has been
proved in Lemma 3.19 and the estimate for J T,2m can be easily seen.
Lemma 4.4 (Time error estimate). Let vn P Vn and the time estimator ET,2m be defined as
follows
ET,2m :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
kn }ξnΘ}. (4.29)
Then, we have
J T,1m ď
`Erec1,mpwnq˘2 or J T,1m ď `Erec1,mpw˜nq˘2 , (4.30)
depending on the choice of the time reconstruction with wn and w˜n as defined in (3.14) and
(3.15), respectively. In addition, the term J T,2m may be bounded as follows
J T,2m ď }ρ̂ptm‹ q} ET,2m . (4.31)
We shall next estimate the term J S,1m in Theorem 4.2 which accounts for the space discreti-
sation error.
Lemma 4.5 (Spatial error estimate). Let vn P Vn and ES,1m be defined as
ES,1m pvnq :“
mÿ
n“1
k2n
2
ηnpvnq.
Then, depending on the choice of the time reconstruction, the following estimate is valid
J S,1m ď }ρ̂ptm‹ q} ES,1m pwnq or J S,1m ď }ρ̂ptm‹ q} ES,1m pw˜nq , (4.32)
where wn and w˜n are defined in (3.14) and (3.15), respectively.
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Proof. Since wn is piecewise constant in time, we can easily see thatż tn
tn´1
|ps´ tn´ 12 qxpRn ´ Iqwn, ρ̂psqy|ds ď k
2
n
4
max
tPrtn´1,tns
}ρ̂ptq} }pRn ´ Iqwn} (4.33)
and the desired result follows. 
An upper bound for the term J S,2m in Theorem 4.2 will be presented next.
Lemma 4.6 (Space estimator accounting for mesh changing). Let ES,2m be defined as
ES,2m :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
knδn (4.34)
with
δn :“
`
C1,2}qh2n`k´1n pdivpA∇q `AnqUn ´ k´1n pdivpA∇q `An´1qUn´1˘} qTn
` C2,2}qh3{2n JrA∇Un ´A∇Un´1s} qΣn˘. (4.35)
Then, we have
J S,2m ď }ρ̂ptm‹ q} ES,2m . (4.36)
Proof. Let z : r0, T s Ñ H10 be the solution of problem
apχ, zptqq “ xρ̂ptq, χy, @χ P H10 , t P r0, T s, (4.37)
and Înzptq P Vn X Vn´1, t P In, be its Cle´ment-type interpolant. Since Înzptq P Vn X Vn´1,
using first (4.37), the orthogonality property of the elliptic reconstruction (3.2) in Vn´1 X Vn,
and integration by parts, we get
xpRn ´ IqUn´pRn´1 ´ IqUn´1, ρ̂ptqy
“ appRn ´ IqUn ´ pRn´1 ´ IqUn´1, pz ´ Înzqptqq
“
ÿ
KP qTn
ż
K
`pdivpA∇q `AnqUn ´ pdivpA∇q `An´1qUn´1˘pz ´ Înzqptq
´
ÿ
eP qΣn
ż
e
JrA∇Un ´A∇Un´1s pz ´ Înzqptq˘.
(4.38)
Hence, in view of (2.9), we obtainÿ
KP qTn
ż
K
`pdivpA∇q `AnqUn ´ pdivpA∇q `An´1qUn´1˘pz ´ Înzqptq
ď C1,2}qh2n`pdivpA∇q `AnqUn ´ pdivpA∇q `An´1qUn´1˘} }ρ̂ptq},
(4.39)
andÿ
eP qΣn
ż
e
JrA∇Un ´A∇Un´1spz ´ Înzqptq ď C2,2}qh3{2n JrA∇Un ´A∇Un´1s} qΣn }ρ̂ptq}; (4.40)
the claimed result follows. 
We can easily seen that the term J Cm in Theorem 4.2 corresponding to the coarsening error
can be bounded as follows
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Lemma 4.7 (Coarsening error estimate). Let ECm be the coarsening estimator defined by
ECm :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
knβn with βn :“ }pΠn ´ IqpAn´1Un´1 ` k´1n Un´1q}Tn . (4.41)
Then, it holds
J Cm ď }ρ̂ptm‹ q} ECm. (4.42)
Upper bounds for the term J Dm which measure the data approximation error, will be shown
in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.8 (Data error estimate). Let
ζn,1 :“ 1
kn
ż tn
tn´1
}fpsq ´ ϕpsq} ds,
ζn,2 :“ c1,1 max
 }hnpI ´ Pn0 qpfn´1 ` ξnϕq}, }hnpI ´ Pn0 qpfn ` ξnϕq}(, (4.43)
and
ED,1m :“ 2
mÿ
n“1
kn pζn,1 ` }ξnϕ}q (4.44)
with ξnϕ defined in (2.20). Then, we have
J D,2m ď }ρ̂ptm‹ q} ED,1m ` 2
mÿ
n“1
ˆż tn
tn´1
|ρ̂psq|2
˙1{2
k1{2n ζn,2 . (4.45)
Proof. The term J D,2m may be bounded as follows
J D,2m “2
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|xfpsq ´ Pn0 ϕ̂psq, ρ̂psqy| ds
ď2
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
 |xfpsq ´ ϕ̂psq, ρ̂psqy| ` |xpI ´ Pn0 qϕ̂psq, ρ̂psqy|( ds. (4.46)
Now, we haveż tn
tn´1
|xfpsq ´ ϕ̂psq, ρ̂psqy| ds ď max
tPrtn´1,tns
}ρptq}
ż tn
tn´1
 }fpsq ´ ϕpsq} ` }ξnϕ}( ds,
from which we can conclude that
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|xfpsq ´ ϕ̂psq, ρ̂psqy| ds ď }ρ̂ptm‹ q}
mÿ
n“1
kn pζn,1 ` }ξnϕ}q . (4.47)
Furthermore, using again the orthogonality property of Pn0 , we obtain
xpI ´ Pn0 qϕ̂psq, ρ̂psqy “ xpI ´ Pn0 qϕ̂psq, pρ̂´ Inρ̂qpsqy ď c1,1}hnpI ´ Pn0 qϕ̂psq} |ρ̂psq|1.
Now,
}hnpI ´ Pn0 qϕ̂psq} “ }hnpI ´ Pn0 qr`n0 psqfn´1 ` `n1 psqfn ` ξnϕs}
ď max }hnpI ´ Pn0 qpfn´1 ` ξnϕq}, }hnpI ´ Pn0 qpfn ` ξnϕq}(,
and hence,
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|xpI ´ Pn0 qϕ̂psq, ρ̂psqy| ds ď
mÿ
n“1
c1,1
ˆż tn
tn´1
|ρ̂psq|2
˙1{2
k1{2n ζn,2. (4.48)
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In view of (4.47), (4.48), we conclude the desired result. 
Lemma 4.9 (An estimator for JWm ). The term JWm vanishes in case of the two time-level
reconstruction. Furthermore, the term JWm corresponding to the three time-level reconstruction
may be bounded as follows
JWm ď }ρ̂ptm‹ q}
mÿ
n“1
k2n
2pkn ` kn´1q }zn} ` }ρ̂pt
m‹ q}
mÿ
n“1
k2n
4
`}ξnΘ} ` }pinξn´1Θ }˘
` }ρ̂ptm‹ q}
mÿ
n“1
k2n
2pkn ` kn´1q}yn} ` }ρ̂pt
m‹ q}
mÿ
n“1
k2n
4
`}Pn0 ξnϕ} ` }pinPn´10 ξn´1ϕ }˘ (4.49)
with zn and yn as defined in (4.21).
Proof. According to (4.20), the term JWm may be bounded as follows
JWm ď
mÿ
n“1
2
kn ` kn´1
ż tn
tn´1
|s´ tn´ 12 | p|xzn, ρ̂psqy| ` |xyn, ρ̂psqy|q ds
`
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|s´ tn´ 12 | p|xξnΘ, ρ̂psqy| ` |xpinξn´1Θ , ρ̂psqy|q ds
`
mÿ
n“1
ż tn
tn´1
|s´ tn´ 12 | p|xPn0 ξnϕ, ρ̂psqy| ` |xpinPn´10 ξn´1ϕ , ρ̂psqy|q ds,
(4.50)
and the claimed result follows. 
We can thus conclude the following a posteriori estimates for the parabolic error:
Lemma 4.10 (An L8pL2q a posteriori error bound for ρ̂ — two time-level reconstruction). For
m “ 1, . . . , N, the following estimate holds
max
tPr0,tms
}ρ̂ptq}`
ˆż tm
0
|ρ̂psq|21 ds
˙1{2
ď ?2 }ρ̂p0q} ` ET,1m pwnq
`
´`ET,2m ` ES,1m pwnq ` ES,2m ` ECm ` ED,1m ˘2 ` `ED,2m ˘2¯1{2 ,
(4.51)
where
ED,2m :“
mÿ
n“1
k1{2n ζn,2 (4.52)
and ζn,2 as defined in (4.43).
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.2, we can easily see that
}ρ̂ptm‹ q}2 `
ż tm
0
|ρ̂psq|21 ds ď 2 }ρ̂p0q}2 ` 2Jm. (4.53)
Thus, by making use of the previous lemmas, we can conclude that
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}ρ̂ptm‹ q}2 `
ż tm
0
|ρ̂psq|21 ds ď 2 }ρ̂p0q}2 ` 2
mÿ
n“1
kn γ
2
npwnq
` 4}ρ̂ptm‹ q}
mÿ
n“1
kn
`}ξnΘ} ` kn ηnpwnq ` δn ` βn ` ζn,1 ` }ξnϕ}˘
` 4
mÿ
n“1
ˆż tn
tn´1
|ρ̂psq|21
˙1{2
k1{2n ζn,2.
(4.54)
The final estimate is derived by using the following fact: Let c P R and a “ pa0, a1, . . . , amq, b “
pb0, b1, . . . , bmq P Rm`1 be such that |a|2 ď c2 ` a ¨ b, then |a| ď |c| ` |b|, cf. [21]. Indeed, we
apply the above result to the case
c “
˜
2 }ρ̂p0q}2 ` 2
mÿ
n“1
knγ
2
npwnq
¸1{2
,
a0 “}ρ̂ptm‹ q}, an “
ˆż tn
tn´1
|ρ̂psq|21 ds
˙1{2
, n “ 1, . . . ,m,
b0 “ 4
mÿ
n“1
kn
`}ξnΘ} ` kn ηnpwnq ` δn ` βn ` ζn,1 ` }ξnϕ}˘
bn “ 4 k1{2n ζn,2, n “ 1, . . . ,m,
to get the final estimate. 
The analogue of Lemma 4.10 in the case of the three time-level reconstruction follows
Lemma 4.11 (An L8pL2q a posteriori error bound for ρ̂ — three time-level reconstruction).
For m “ 1, . . . , N, the following estimate holds
max
tPr0,tms
}ρ̂ptq}`
ˆż tm
0
|ρ̂psq|21 ds
˙1{2
ď ?2 }ρ̂p0q} ` ET,1m pw˜nq `
´`ET,2m ` ET,3m
` ES,1m pw˜nq ` ES,2m ` ECm ` ED,1m ` Em,1
˘2 ` `ED,2m ˘2¯1{2,
(4.55)
where
ET,3m :“
mÿ
n“1
k2n
2pkn ` kn´1q }zn}
Em,1 :“
mÿ
n“1
kn
´ kn
2pkn ` kn´1q }yn} `
kn
4
`}ξnΘ} ` }pinξn´1Θ }˘
` kn
4
`}Pn0 ξnϕ} ` }pinPn´10 ξn´1ϕ }˘¯.
(4.56)
By appropriately combining the results from §3.5 and §§4.1-4.2 we can conclude the main
results of this paragraph, which are stated in the next two theorems.
Theorem 4.12 (L8pL2q and L2pH1q a posteriori error estimates based on one time subinterval).
For m “ 1, . . . , N, the following estimates hold
max
tPr0,tms
}uptq ´ Uptq} ď?2 }u0 ´R0u0} ` ET,1m pwnq `
´`ET,2m ` ES,1m pwnq
` ES,2m ` ESm ` ED,1m
˘2 ` `ED,2m ˘2¯1{2 ` Erec2,mpwnq ` Eell2,m . (4.57)
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0
|uptq ´ Uptq|21
˙1{2
ď?2 }u0 ´R0u0} ` ET,1m pwnq `
´`ET,2m ` ES,1m pwnq
` ES,2m ` ECm ` ED,1m
˘2 ` `ED,2m ˘2¯1{2 ` Erec1,mpwnq ` Eell1,m .
(4.58)
Theorem 4.13 (L8pL2q and L2pH1q a posteriori error estimates based on two adjacent time
intervals). For m “ 1, . . . , N, the following estimates hold
max
tPr0,tms
}uptq ´ Uptq} ď?2 }u0 ´R0u0} ` ET,1m pw˜nq `
´`ET,2m ` ET,3m ` ES,1m pw˜nq
` ES,2m ` ECm ` ED,1m ` Em,1
˘2 ` `ED,2m ˘2¯1{2 ` Erec2,mpw˜nq ` Eell2,m . (4.59)ˆż tm
0
|uptq ´ Uptq|21
˙1{2
ď ?2 }u0 ´R0u0} ` ET,1m pw˜nq `
´`ET,2m ` ET,3m ` ES,1m pw˜nq
`ES,2m ` ECm ` ED,1m ` Em,1
˘2 ` `ED,2m ˘2¯1{2 ` Erec1,mpw˜nq ` Eell1,m .
(4.60)
5. Asymptotic behaviour of the estimators
In this section we compare the error estimators with the true error and study their asymptotic
behaviour. For the implementation of the estimators we used the adaptive finite element library
ALBERTA-FEM [32].
For our purpose, we consider the linear parabolic equation with aij ” δij , i.e., the heat
equation, on the unit square Ω “ r0, 1s2, T “ 1, and the exact solution u be one of the following:
‚ case (1): upx, y, tq “ sinppitq sinppixq sinppiyq,
‚ case (2): upx, y, tq “ sinp15pitq sinppixq sinppiyq (faster oscillations in time),
‚ case (3): upx, y, tq “ sinp0.5pitq sinp10pixq sinp10piyq (faster oscillations in space),
‚ case (4): upx, y, tq “ t2 sinppx2 ´ xqpy2 ´ yqq.
The boundary and initial conditions are exactly zero in all cases and the right-hand side f is
calculated by applying the linear parabolic operator to each u.
We conduct tests on uniform meshes with uniform time steps. For the discretisation in space
we use linear Lagrange elements. For m “ 1, . . . , N, we compute the quantities: the error in the
discrete L8p0, tm;L2pΩqq-norm
max
0ďnďm }e
n} “ max
0ďnďm }upt
nq ´ Un},
the total error, which is dominated by the discrete L2p0, tm;H1pΩqq error,
etotalptmq :“ max
0ďnďm
˜
}en}2 `
mÿ
n“1
kn}∇en}2
¸1{2
,
the elliptic reconstruction estimator Eell2,m and the time reconstruction estimators Erec2,mpwnq,
Erec2,mpw˜nq introduced in Section 3.5, the time estimators ET,1m pwnq, ET,1m pw˜nq, ET,2m , ET,3m and
the space estimators ES,1m pwnq, ES,1m pw˜nq, ES,2m introduced in Section 4.2. We exclude from the
numerical experiments the coarsening error estimator ECN that vanishes as well as the terms
corresponding to the approximation of data u0 and f which clearly are of optimal order and
thus do not contain interesting information for our purposes.
Moreover, for 1 ď m ď N, we calculate the following quantities:
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‚ the total time estimators
ETmpwnq “ ET,1m pwnq ` ET,2m ` Erec2,mpwnq,
ETmpw˜nq “ ET,1m pw˜nq ` ET,2m ` ET,3m ` Erec2,mpw˜nq,
‚ the total space estimators
ESmpwnq “ ES,1m pwnq ` ES,2m ` Eell2,m and ESmpw˜nq “ ES,1m pw˜nq ` ES,2m ` Eell2,m,
‚ and the total estimators
Em “ ETmpwnq ` ESmpwnq and E˜m :“ ETmpw˜nq ` ESmpw˜nq.
Time
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L
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E˜m
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(b) Problem case (3)
Figure 1. The L8p0, tm, L2pΩqq-error and the two-level and three-level estima-
tors Em and E˜m, respectively (in logarithmic scale).
Furthermore, for all quantities of interest we look at their experimental order of convergence
(EOC). The EOC is defined as follows: for a given finite sequence of successive runs (indexed
by i), the EOC of the corresponding sequence of quantities of interest Epiq (error or estimator),
is itself a sequence defined by
EOCpEpiqq :“ logpEpi` 1q{Epiqq
logphpi` 1q{hpiqq ,
where hpiq denotes the mesh-size of the run i. The values of EOC of a given quantity indicates
its order.
Since the finite element spaces consist of linear Lagrange elements and the fractional-step
ϑ-scheme is second-order accurate, we expect the error in L8p0, tm, L2pΩqq to be Opk2`h2q and
the error in L2p0, tm, H1pΩqq to be Opk2`hq, where h and k denote the mesh-size and the time-
step, respectively. We note here that, in order to show the optimality of the L8p0, tm, L2pΩqq
error norm and of the corresponding estimators, that is EOC 2, in each run we take h “ k.
We are also interested in computing the corresponding effectivity indices that are defined
as the ratio between the total a posteriori error estimator and the corresponding error norm,
namely
EIptmq :“ Em
max0ďnďm }en} and E˜Ipt
mq :“ E˜m
max0ďnďm }en} , 1 ď m ď N.
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The main conclusion of this paragraph is that all error estimators, in both cases of time
reconstruction, decrease with at least second order with respect to temporal and spatial variable,
Tables 1-8. Note that the space estimators ES,1m pwnq, ES,1m pw˜nq super-converge. The results
listed in Table 1 and Table 5 show that all effectivity indices are asymptotically constant and,
particularly, the effectivity indices EI corresponding to the one-time level reconstruction are
smaller than the effectivity indices E˜I corresponding to the two-time level reconstruction.
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(b) Three-level estimators
Figure 2. Problem case (2): The two-level estimators ETmpwnq, ESmpwnq and Em
and the three-level estimators ETmpw˜nq, ESmpw˜nq and E˜m (in logarithmic scale).
We observe that, in case of a problem with a fast time-oscillating exact solution, the two-level
and three-level total time estimators are almost equal and dominate the corresponding total
space estimators, which seem to be equal (Figure 2). Indeed, all the time estimators are greater
than the space estimators, the time estimators ET,2m and ET,3m are almost equal and dominate all
other time estimators (Figure 3). However, in case of a problem with a fast space-oscillating exact
solution we observe a different behaviour and, particularly, the three-level total time estimator
is smaller than the two-level total time estimator (Figure 4). Specifically, the time estimator
ETmpwnq dominates all other time estimators as well as all space estimators corresponding to
both reconstructions (Figure 5). Although the main contribution to ETmpwnq is ET,1m pwnq, the
estimators ET,2m , ET,3m contribute mainly to ETmpw˜nq. Regarding the space estimators, in case of
the two-level reconstruction ES,1m pwnq dominates Eellm and ES,2m , and in case of the three-level
reconstruction ES,1m pw˜nq is dominated by Eellm and ES,2m (Figure 5). We can thus conclude that
in a posteriori estimators equivalent terms in order corresponding to discrete derivatives (e.g.,
ES,1m pwnq and ES,1m pw˜nq) may behave differently.
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